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The Twelve Steps of 
Processed Food Anonymous  

1. We admitted we were powerless over processed 
food — that our lives had become unmanageable.  

2. Came to believe that a Power greater than 
ourselves could restore us to sanity.  

3. Made a decision to turn our will and our lives 
over to the care of God as we understood Him.  

4. Made a searching and fearless moral inventory 
of ourselves.  

5. Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another 
human being the exact nature of our wrongs.  

6. Were entirely ready to have God remove all 
these defects of character.  

7. Humbly asked Him to remove our 
shortcomings.  

8. Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and 
became willing to make amends to them all.  

9. Made direct amends to such people wherever 
possible, except when to do so would injure them 
or others.  

10. Continued to take personal inventory and when 
we were wrong promptly admitted it.  

11. Sought through prayer and meditation to 
improve our conscious contact with God as we 
understood Him, praying only for knowledge of 
His will for us and the power to carry that out.  

12. Having had a spiritual awakening as the result 
of these steps, we tried to carry this message to 
processed food addicts, and to practice these 
principles in all our affairs.  

	

The Twelve Traditions of 
Processed Food Anonymous  
1. Our common welfare should come first; personal 
recovery depends upon PFA unity.  

2. For our group purpose there is but one ultimate 
authority — a loving God as He may express Himself in 
our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted 
servants; they do not govern.  

3. The only requirement for PFA membership is a desire 
to stop ingesting processed foods.  

4. Each group should be autonomous except in matters 
affecting other groups or PFA as a whole.  

5. Each group has but one primary purpose — to carry 
its message to the processed food addict who still 
suffers.  

6. A PFA group ought never endorse, finance, or lend 
the PFA name to any related facility or outside 
enterprise, lest problems of money, property and 
prestige divert us from our primary purpose.  

7. Every PFA group ought to be fully self-supporting, 
declining outside contributions.  

8. Processed Food Anonymous should remain forever 
nonprofessional, but our service centers may employ 
special workers.  

9. PFA, as such, ought never be organized; but we may 
create service boards or committees directly responsible 
to those they serve.  

10. Processed Food Anonymous has no opinion on 
outside issues; hence the PFA name ought never be 
drawn into public controversy.  

11. Our public relations policy is based on attraction 
rather than promotion; we need always maintain 
personal anonymity at the level of press, radio and films.  

12. Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our 
traditions, ever reminding us to place principles before 
personalities.  

	



	

	
	
	

	
	
	
	

	
	

The PFA VOICE 
Chairperson Welcome  

Welcome everyone to the inaugural edition of 
Processed Food Anonymous’ newsletter, PFA 

VOICE. I am filled with excitement and 
gratitude to introduce our newsletter aptly titled 

‘New Beginnings’. 
 
 

Recovery in Processed Food Anonymous, 
brought about by the Grace of God, has provided 
a chance of a new beginning for all us who were 
otherwise lost in the disease of processed food 

addiction. This newsletter brings another means 
to share our experience, strength and hope with 
each other and carry this message of recovery. 

 
 

PFA VOICE welcomes all members to 
contribute their experience, strength and hope via 
stories, articles and poems, or by other creative 

means to express your voice. You may even like 
to join the PFA VOICE committee and help us in 

facilitating our quarterly newsletter. 
 
 

As chair of PFA VOICE, it is my greatest 
pleasure to serve you as Processed Food 

Anonymous continues to grow and expand 
globally. 

 
 

Love in Service, 
 

Katie PFA VOICE Chairperson, Brisbane, 
Australia 

 
	

PFA VOICE Statement of Purpose 
PFA VOICE is written, illustrated, edited and read by PFA members and others interested in recovery 
from processed food addiction. We offer our experience, strength and hope communicating through 
written words to the fellowship of PFA and other interested parties. 
 
Articles are not considered statements of PFA policy or endorsement, and neither endorses any 
particular opinion or article. PFA VOICE understands that we treat our disease individually one day 
at a time. 

	

Our	primary	purpose	is	to	abstain	

from	processed	foods,	and	to	

carry	the	message	of	recovery	to	

other	processed	food	addicts	
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The inception of Processed Food Anonymous (PFA) came about through the grace and guidance of God. 
There was a need for a new fellowship that encompassed the disease model, similar to Alcoholics 
Anonymous (AA). 
 
A doctor (and also a member of the fellowship) developed the illness concept of processed food 
addiction after treating several processed food addicts through clinical interventions. These processed 
food addicts then went on to recover. The 12-step model continues to prove to be an effective approach 
in facilitating recovery from addiction, including processed food. This model is used as the basis for our 
recovery in the fellowship. 
 
Processed Food Anonymous has grown from the first face-to-face meeting held in Brisbane (July 2016). 
The meeting took place in K-Ls home with another member Shandell. Two other members attended by 
phone, Lee from Australia and Karen from the USA. Since then, PFA has grown in numbers and 
meetings, both face-to-face and phone. We now have a world service board, and several committees that 
are facilitating the growth of PFA. 
 
Over the last three years our fellowship has grown steadily, with many recovered members. We are now 
an international group utilising the miracle of modern technology, allowing us to come together 
anywhere in the world. 
 
Processed Food Anonymous’ inaugural international convention was held in Baltimore Maryland USA in 
October 2019, and was attended by members from across the USA and Australia. 
 
And, now we come together to celebrate our first edition of PFA VOICE, another new beginning for our 
fellowship. Once again, highlighting the importance of communication founded in love, unity and 
service. Our hope is that PFA VOICE will serve our members both present and future, in a similar 
fashion to the AA Grapevine that has served their fellowship for the past six decades. Lastly, may PFA 
VOICE offer a platform for God’s grace and love to multiply as we share our experience, strength and 
hope. 
 
Blessings in service 
 
Karren-Lee PFAWS Chairperson, Brisbane, Australia 
	

Address from PFA World Services Chairperson 
	

	

You	are	not	alone,	together	we	can!	
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Welcome to the membership of Processed Food Anonymous. It is an honour to share my thoughts and 
impressions of the retreat, which was truly a wonderful experience for me with the highlight being – 
the fellowship of Processed Food Anonymous. Being amongst my fellow recovered and recovering 
processed food addicts was such a gift and fills me with gratitude. 
 
There is nothing that surpasses that feeling of being with others of like mind. The common goal of 
treating our disease and living a life of sane and happy usefulness under the loving care of the God of 
our understanding. 
 
From the moment I arrived and saw the beautiful tranquil surrounds of the hotel I felt excited. It felt 
like home with the peace that comes from unity of purpose.  We spent the weekend sharing on the 12-
steps, and our experience strength and hope with each other. Furthermore, we were honored to have a 
guest speaker, Dr Karren-Lee Raymond (Ph.D) sharing professionally on the disease of PFA. This 
validated for me, once again, my need for daily treatment of this disease.  
 
It was such a joy to meet my recovery buddies from the USA face to face. Some I had met, and others I 
have just spoken to on the phone. There truly is no other relationship that comes near to the bond I feel 
with my fellows. I felt such a love for all of you and that is something only recovery has brought me. In 
my disease I would have been insane when it came to my thinking. That thinking would have 
manifested as self-obsession. What you were thinking of me and how no one likes me and other self-
centered thoughts. It was always about me and how I felt. To be free of that way of thinking and life is 
a miracle brought about by a lot of hard work with my addictionologist and the Grace of God.  It was 
worth all the jet lag, irritations of travel, organisation of meals etc. to be amongst my fellows in the 
fellowship of the spirit. 
 
To round it off I must say the catering was excellent and it was lovely not to have to cook for myself 
for a whole weekend! Thanks so much for the committee who organised it all; you did an amazing job. 
 
I hope to attend many more over the coming years, and thank you all for being on this journey with me. 
 
Julia PFA member, Perth, Australia.  
	

	

PFA Inaugural Retreat — Baltimore USA, October 2019  
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New Beginnings — PFA member article  
TODAY  

It’s a beautiful warm day, I feel good; I pray, meditate, exercise, eat breakfast.  

Not working today, I sit to write for PFA.  

My new job is different and challenging * I want to be there * For the first time in years I’m not in a relationship or 
having casual sex * I live alone without bingeing constantly * I’m comfortable in my skin * My health is great * My 
weight healthy * Clothes fit and wear out. *  

I phone a friend who is unwell to see how he is. Why? Because I care more about others than I used to * I might be 
able to help him instead of thinking of me. *  

Later, I will get to a meeting for my recovery because I know today that I have the disease of processed food 
addiction. * I didn’t always know.  

THEN  

It’s a beautiful warm day, I wake up grumpy, irritable, tired, my bed full of crumbs and wrappers. I sluggishly prepare 
for work, struggle for clothes that fit, pull on my hated fat pants. My feet are sore and puffy; I’m chaffed between my 
legs and under my breasts. I hate summer. I hate my job. At work I will be jovial and fun; I won’t do much – will 
“fudge” it because I have a boss who likes me.  

My brain can’t work properly because of the processed food I will ingest all day, so I cheat.  

The fridge holds nothing I really want, I’m jittery, need sugar. I stuff down two slices of bread left from a full loaf; 
stop to buy processed food going to work. I’m starting a diet Monday. I’m sick of my weight, puffing all the time, 
with stinky gas. I hate me!  

It’s a beautiful warm day, I am excited. Today I start a “special” diet.  

It’s a beautiful warm day, devastated I sit crying and stuffing processed food into my mouth. Decades since that 
special diet; I’ve lost and gained so many kilos … I feel like death.  

I don’t die, I phone a 12-step fellowship and go there.  

It’s a beautiful warm day, I am hopeful. It’s been more decades of weight fluctuation, 12-step programs, treatments, 
therapy, self-help books…etc. I’m still in hell but have learnt I am a chronic processed food addict. I’d been ingesting 
it all along, my tolerance is growing whilst my disease progresses. Ahhhhh... I see now. I start treatment with an 
addictionologist, join Processed Food Anonymous. I learn to live a spiritual way of life through the 12-steps of 
Processed Food Anonymous, as well as learn to rely on a Higher Power and fellow members to do life without a 
substance.  

It’s a miserable freezing day, I’m stressed, must make changes for my recovery but don’t want to make them. I start to 
rely on my own decision-making and lose my abstinence. Am in worse hell than before * I go back to treatment and 
recovery.  

It’s another day today. I love life, recovery, the fellowship of Processed Food Anonymous. My disease is in 
remission; I thank God daily for everything I have and for everything I will become in the future.*  

* New Beginning 

Shona, Perth, Australia 
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PFA Archives Sub —Committee: An Opportunity for 
Service 

Interested in doing PFA service whilst being part of PFA history, not to mention some extra fellowship? 
We would love to hear from group members to join our sub-committee and help us keep records on what 
has gone on behind the scenes at PFA and in the decades to come.  

PFA Archives Sub-Committee preserves the historical records such as correspondence, photographs, 
financial and legal documents, video and audio recordings, and movies that have accumulated over the 
past three and a half years.  

The Sub-Committee meets bi-monthly. If you would like to do service by attending these meetings, we 
look forward to hearing from you.  

Further details can be sought at info@pfaws.org Subject: Attention the PFA archives Sub-Committee.  

Shona Archives Sub-Committee Chairperson, Perth, Australia  

	

New Beginnings PFA member article  
I wanted to lose weight. I was sick of the way I felt. I went to a weight loss program that ran on points. I 
quickly realised I could eat anything, just had to keep to the points. I started losing weight and loved it. If 
I ate all of my points, I learnt how to starve myself for the rest of the day – insanity. Just needed to lose 
that weight!  

I didn't want to eat healthy foods, so I ate all the junk I wanted; still lost weight by not going over the 
points and starving myself. I lost 10 kg. (22 lb.). I was rapt. The following week when I went to be 
weighed, I had gained 200 grams (7 oz). I was NOT happy.  

I realised I couldn't sustain this. I knew I needed God. I prayed and asked Him to help me. Not long after 
this I saw an article in our local paper about PFA. I was interested as it was a 12-Step programme. I 
waited a couple of weeks and it stayed in my mind. So, I rang the lady who wrote it; having found her 
name and phone number on the PFA website, and she was also in another 12-Step program that I attend.  

I went to my first meeting on 14th February 2019. I have been going ever since. I now have a sponsor and 
am working the steps.  

Faith is a process. I started off with a minimal faith. The more I work the steps, the more my faith 
grows. God knows what's best for me and He gave me what I needed when I asked Him. God brings 
people together.  

Maree,	Greymouth,	New	Zealand	
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New Beginnings PFA member article  
At the end of 2014 my husband and I relocated to New Zealand from Australia. I'd been working with an 
addictionologist since the beginning of the year and was addressing my disease of processed food addiction. 
The following February I attended the annual retreat in Brisbane and on the way home as I passed through 
Sydney International Airport, I picked up processed food. When I arrived in Christchurch, New Zealand, I 
phoned my sponsor immediately; with a lot of rebellion in my heart, I recommenced addressing my disease.  

Over the next couple of years, I continued to work through the 12-Steps in Processed Food Anonymous and 
continued working with my addictionologist mostly via Skype as she was based in Australia. Overall, I 
dropped 35 kg. (77 lb.) over about three years. My relationships with family and friends were repaired and 
my life downsized to a manageable level. My previous life and career in Australia had their foundations in 
my disease, were unhealthy, and not conducive to my recovery. 

During 2018 I felt God was prompting me to start a PFA face-to-face meeting in my small hometown in New 
Zealand. While I attended three - four phone meetings a week, I could only visit PFA members once or twice 
a year and I missed that human contact. Other PFA members encouraged me to try a face-to-face meeting and 
leave the outcome to God.  

At the end of 2018 I contacted a couple of churches close to my home and asked about meeting rooms and 
costs to hire. I arranged with the local Anglican Church to use a meeting room for three months as a trial 
from January to March 2019. I made up some bright green flyers to display at the gym and the local public 
library; I had some divine inspiration to write up an anonymous article for the local newspaper about the 
commencement of a Processed Food Anonymous meeting in our local town. About a month after I submitted 
it – it was published! I was so excited to see it in print. And a couple of weeks later, a woman I knew phoned 
me and came to the meeting.  

It has been an inspiration to witness her recovery from processed food addition. She has a strong faith and 
believes God is guiding her life and her recovery. Her courage in approaching her recovery and treating her 
disease is humbling.  

Liz,	Greymouth,	New	Zealand	

	

	

PFA in New Zealand – A New Beginning 
Today there are two members of PFA in New Zealand. We meet weekly on Thursdays at our face-to-face 
meeting and again on Sunday evenings when we attend a phone meeting together. A couple of others have 

attended our Thursday evening meeting but so far, no other regular members attend. We're trusting that God 
has a plan in mind, and we're ready to carry the message that there is a solution to processed food addiction – 

a seemingly hopeless state of mind and body. 
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	New Beginnings 
PFA member article 

After four decades of struggling 
with food, weight, body image, 

relationships and life in general, I 
finally have a new beginning. Since 

starting the recovery process in 
2004, I thought I had lots of new 

beginnings, but the one I began on 
December 16, 2016 has been 

different. For the first time in my 
life I am treating my primary 

disease of processed food addiction, 
implementing the 12-steps of 

recovery on a daily basis, to the 
best of my ability, and living a 

spiritual way of life. Until then I 
was merely on one diet (or food 

plan) after another, always seeking 
the ultimate goal of being slim and 

beautiful. Today I know in my heart 
of hearts that I must continue to 

grow spiritually, first and foremost. 

God has graced me with so many 
blessings – a new home, career 

advancement, good health, restored 
relationships, and most importantly, 

peace of mind. Like those of us 
who have reached a bottom beyond 
our imagination where I have had to 
let go of people, places and things 
in order to put my recovery first, I 
have, in turn, gained a life where I 
am comfortable in my own skin; 

because I am learning who I am in 
the image of my Creator. My new 
beginning has only just begun, as I 
continue to grow one day at a time 

in doing God’s will, not Sheri’s 
will. It’s challenging at times, but 
the rewards are fruitful and I’m 

excited to see what is yet to come. 

Sheri, Baltimore, USA 

 

New Beginnings PFA member article 
A new beginning for me was being rescued from my old life, 

meaning, I was absolutely shackled with the involuntary 
compulsion and obsession to ingest what I now know as processed 

food. I was binge eating daily against my will in the end stages, 
putting on 10kg. (22 lb.) in one month, (despite trying to diet); 

laying in the fetal position due to extensive stomach stretching pain, 
only to wait it out and fit in more food; concerned of how to ‘be 

good and stay on a diet’ or fixated on getting as much food into me 
as possible at social events. Not to mention, the relentless mental 

chatter that gave inaccurate commentary on everything I did or did 
not do, that lead me to utter physical and mental exhaustion through 

innumerable laborious and emotionally defeating ‘diet’ attempts. 
These included, calorie counting, over exercising, constant mental 
gymnastics and an out of whack use of sex and work behaviours to 
attempt to restrict my dietary intake. Ultimately, always feeling like 

I did not belong, and things would never get better AS they only 
seemed to be getting worse. Hence, suicidal ideation was my go-to 

and I needed it to stop! I couldn’t on my own will 
power/strength/resources beat what I now understand as processed 

food addiction.  
I then walked through the doors/phones of PFA when I was 25 
years old desperate for help, not even knowing what that help 

would look like. 
 

Today, blessedly two and half years down the track – one day at a 
time though – I am understanding more about my disease of 

processed food addiction. Such as learning about the 12-steps, 
attending meetings whilst getting honest with myself and ultimately 

smashing my pride and self-centeredness (which I totally didn’t 
think I had).  Gratefully, I have a life that isn’t consumed by 

anxiety, I have been steered away from unhealthy relationships and 
employment, I am not compelled to ingest processed food one day 
at a time, and I am able to live a life of being constructive with my 
friends, family, and colleagues most days.  More importantly I am 
learning to live on a spiritual basis where I continue to learn who I 
am, who God as I understand him is and practicing how to be true 
to myself today; which was absolutely foreign before recovery and 
still continues to be a growing experience that I cannot do alone. In 
a nutshell, recovery has given me hope and peace back into my life 
which was long lost when I was in active processed food addiction. 

Unconditional love, joy, peace and happiness are the gifts of 
recovery that are on offer today, as well as removal of fear, self 

judgement and false guilt about what I’m doing or not doing, which 
used to shackle me. Today I know I am worthy, no better – no 

worse, than anyone else who plays this game called life. 
 

Jacinta,	Brisbane,	Australia	
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New Beginnings PFA member article  
I have been very blessed to be in recovery from processed food addiction and by the Grace of God, my 
disease is in remission. I have been freed from the constant obsession I had with processed food since a very 
young age, and my brain is starting to clear.  

My whole life changed in order to achieve recovery and get well. I moved to a new country, ended my 
closest relationship, and reduced contact with my family of origin. Now that I am well, new and exciting 
opportunities are opening up. My little business is starting to grow, I’m learning to drive and getting ready to 
start a degree at university in the coming months.  

I’m also starting a new relationship with my family of origin. The relationship I had with the people around 
me when I was sick was rooted in the disease. I was manipulative, co-dependant and used the people around 
me to get what I wanted, ultimately that was to be left in peace to eat processed food, my drug of no choice.  

Now I am starting a new beginning with the people around me. I am learning how to rely on a God of my 
understanding and seeking and doing His will not mine. I’m learning how to set boundaries with people, not 
a comfortable lesson at all, but a very necessary one. I set a boundary with my sister recently in a very 
healthy, adult way for the first time I can remember. The whole conversation felt like it was between two 
people I didn’t know, two grown-ups, not the two children we have always been together. It was a calm 
conversation, and very much God-directed. Afterwards, the disease voice in my mind was telling me I had 
done something wrong. I spoke to two older, abstinent members and told them what had happened. Their 
feedback reiterated it was right, and necessary and healthy. The uncomfortable feeling was there because this 
was very new, after 41 years in a sick relationship with my beautiful sister, we were being set on our feet in 
the adult world, and the conversation had reflected that.  

I feel like I have been rocketed into the 4th dimension as described in the Big Book of Alcoholics 
Anonymous. I have a new lease on life, something I had dreamt of for as long as I can remember. What a 
blessing this new chance at life is!  

Katie, Brisbane, Australia 

	

Our primary purpose is to abstain from 
processed foods, and to carry the 

message of recovery to other processed 
food addicts 

	



	
	

	
	
	
	

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Twelve Concepts of Processed 
Food Anonymous  

1. The final responsibility and the ultimate authority for PFA world services should 
always reside in the collective conscience of our whole fellowship.  

2. The final responsibility and authority for PFA services rests with the PFA 
groups. Any changes proposed to the Twelve Steps, Twelve Traditions, or Twelve 
Concepts, requires approval by a majority of global PFA groups, which serve as the 
active voice and effective conscience of PFA as a whole in global affairs.  

3. The PFA groups delegate to the World Service structure the authority necessary 
to fulfill the responsibilities assigned to it.  

4. Effective leadership is well respected and is based on ‘trusted servants’ whom 
relinquish any right of authority. Responsible leadership roles and responsibilities 
should be carefully thought-out when selecting trusted servants.  

5. Throughout our World Service structure, a traditional “Right of Appeal” ought to 
prevail, so that minority voices will be heard and individual complaints receive 
painstaking deliberation, without fear of reprisal.  

6. The World Service Structure recognises that the chief initiative and active 
responsibility in most world service matters should be exercised by the trustee 
members of the World Service Conference acting as the General Service Board.  

7. The World Service Conference recognises that corporate documents (i.e., World 
Service Bylaws, Policies and Procedures) are legal instruments, empowering the 
trustees to manage and conduct world service affairs.  

8. PFA funds are to be used to further our primary purpose, and must be managed 
responsibly.  

9. Good service leadership based on tolerance, responsibility, flexibility and tiered 
vision, is imperative for all future functioning and safety of PFA. The primary 
world service leadership once exercised by the group of members who founded 
PFA must necessarily be assumed by the World Service Board of Trustees.  

10. Every service responsibility should be matched by an equal service authority —
the scope of such authority to be always well defined whether by tradition, by 
resolution, by specific job description, or by appropriate charters and bylaws.  

11. Our World Service structure depends on the integrity and effectiveness of our 
communications.  

12. General Warranties of the Conference: In all its proceedings, the General 
Service Conference shall observe the spirit of the PFA Tradition, taking great care 
that the Conference never becomes the seat of perilous wealth or power; that 
sufficient operating funds, plus an ample reserve, be its prudent financial principle; 
that none of the Conference members shall ever be placed in a position of 
unqualified authority over any of the others; that all important decisions be reached 
by discussion, vote, and, wherever possible, by substantial unanimity; that no 
Conference action ever be personally punitive or an incitement to public 
controversy; that, though the Conference may act for the service of Processed Food 
Anonymous, it shall never perform any acts of government; and that, like the 
Society of Processed Food Anonymous which it serves, the Conference itself will 
always remain democratic in thought and action. 
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Processed Food Anonymous Meeting List  
 

MEETINGS: AUSTRALIA  

Day Time     
Brisbane, AEST 

Type of 
meeting 

Details 

Monday 7.30pm Phone: Big 
Book 

Ph. (03) 9028 0260    

Access code: 863749# 

Monday 7.30pm Face to Face: 
Big Book 
QLD 

Under Bulimba Library                  
Cnr Riding & Oxford Roads   
Bulimba QLD, 4171 

CONTACT: 0430 000 762 

Monday 7:30pm 
(5:30pm AWST-
PERTH) 

Face to Face: 
Big Book 
PERTH 

Our Lady Queen of Poland Church                                     
35 Eighth Avenue               
Maylands PERTH, 6051      

CONTACT: 0418 939 821  

Tuesday 5:00pm Phone: As 
Bill Sees It 

Ph. (03) 9028 0260    

Access code: 863749# 

Thursday  8am Phone: 12 
Steps and 12 
Traditions 

Ph. (03) 9028 0260    

Access code: 863749# 

Saturday 10am Phone: Big 
Book 

Ph. (03) 9028 0260      

Access code: 863749# 

Sunday 4:30pm Phone: 12 
Steps and 12 
Traditions 

Ph. (03) 9028 0260    

Access code: 863749# 

 

	

Accurate	as	at	January	2020.	Dates	are	subject	to	change	with	daylight	savings.	Please	
check	website	http://processedfoodanonymous.org/	for	up	to	date	meeting	times.	
	 TM	
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Processed Food Anonymous Meeting List 

MEETINGS: USA  

Day Time     
Brisbane, AEST 

Type of 
meeting 

Details 

Monday 5.30am Phone: Big 
Book 

Ph. 641-715-3810     

Access code: 863749# 

Tuesday 3:00am Phone: As 
Bill Sees It 

Ph. 641-715-3810     

Access code: 863749# 

Tuesday 6:30pm Face to Face: 
Big Book 
with 
fellowship 
dinner 
afterwards 

Baltimore Hebrew Congregation 
7401 Park Heights Ave.     
Baltimore, MD 21208 

CONTACT: 443-769-7759 

Wednesday 6pm Phone: 12 
Steps and 12 
Traditions 

Ph. 641-715-3810     

Access code: 863749# 

Friday 7pm Phone: Big 
Book 

Ph. 641-715-3810     

Access code: 863749# 

Sunday 2:30am Phone: 12 
Steps and 12 
Traditions 

Ph. 641-715-3810     

Access code: 863749# 

Sunday 7:00pm Face to Face: 
12 Steps and 
12 Traditions 

For address details please contact  

CONTACT: 443-769-7759 
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Accurate	as	at	January	2020.	Dates	are	subject	to	change	with	daylight	savings.	Please	
check	website	http://processedfoodanonymous.org/	for	up	to	date	meeting	times.	
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Processed Food Anonymous Meeting List 

MEETINGS: NEW ZEALAND  

Day Time           
New Zealand 
NZST 

Type of 
meeting 

Details 

Monday 10.30pm Phone: Big 
Book 

Ph. +64 9 884 4753    

Access code: 863749# 

Tuesday 8:00pm Phone: As 
Bill Sees It 

Ph. +64 9 884 4753    

Access code: 863749# 

Thursday 11am Phone: 12 
Steps and 12 
Traditions 

Ph. +64 9 884 4753    

Access code: 863749# 

Thursday 7:30pm Face to Face: 
Big Book 

Quiet Room                
Trinity Centre, 193 Tainui 
Street         
Greymouth, 7805 

CONTACT: 0273 096 349 

Saturday 1pm Phone: Big 
Book 

Ph. +64 9 884 4753    

Access code: 863749# 

Sunday 7:30pm Phone: 12 
Steps and 12 
Traditions 

Ph. +64 9 884 4753    

Access code: 863749# 
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Accurate	as	at	January	2020.	Dates	are	subject	to	change	with	daylight	savings.	Please	
check	website	http://processedfoodanonymous.org/	for	up	to	date	meeting	times.	
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Declaration of Unity 
This we owe to PFA’s future: to place our common welfare first; to keep our fellowship united. For 

on PFA’s unity depend our lives, and the lives of those to come. 

PFA Preamble
Processed Food Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women who share their experience, strength, 
and hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help others to recover from 

processed food addiction. 

The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop ingesting processed foods.  There are no 
dues or fees for PFA membership; we are self-supporting through our own contributions.  PFA is not 

allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organisation or institution; does not wish to engage in 
any controversy, neither endorses nor opposes any causes. 

Our primary purpose is to abstain from processed foods, and to carry the message of recovery to 
other processed food addicts. 

I am responsible 
I am Responsible.  When anyone, anywhere, reaches out for help, I want the hand of PFA always to 

be there.  And for that:  I am responsible. 
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SERENITY	PRAYER	
God	grant	me	the	serenity	to	accept	the	things	I	cannot	change,	courage	to	change	the	

things	I	can,	and	wisdom	to	know	the	difference.	


